Greetings and the Warmest Regards from Mississippi.  We have to date not had a report of loss of life among our membership in the Mississippi Gulf Coast area and for that we are truly grateful.  There is however, a tremendous loss of property - both business and home.  We have heard from a significant number of our membership that they have begun the slow, faith driven, endeavor to restore or rebuild (for many everything is gone). It will be months and years before people will be able to have some degree of normality.  Many lives are changed forever.

We continue to receive the most generous offers of assistance of all types from our brothers and sisters throughout the United States and Canada.  This outpouring of AA love and support is amazing.  Knowing how strong and encompassing our fellowship is, that's one thing.  Seeing it evidenced up close and personal is humbling, heart warming and reminds me of how incredibly amazing is the fellowship we belong to when we become members of Alcoholic's Anonymous.

You have given me so many offers of contributions during the last 4 weeks.  As Don M. the Delegate from Louisiana stated so eloquently (and has given me to permission to plagiarize)
"Our Seventh Tradition guides us to seek support from our groups and members in our own Area in the first instance. And, as an AA entity, we avoid accumulating funds in excess of our reasonably immediate needs.  At the moment, it is very difficult to predict what our specific needs are and will be in the near future... Finally to the extent that Katrina imposed needs become overwhelming, and our resources turn out to be insufficient, we would in such a case seek support directly from GSO."

"In the spirit of our Seventh Tradition, we would like to begin our rebuilding and reconnecting efforts with the resources we presently have.  So, from the standpoint of Area (37), we gratefully accept your encouragement, compassion and, of course, prayers. And please understand that this is in no way a negative rejection of any kind and loving offers from any AA group or person outside of (Mississippi).  Instead, it is our best effort to practice our principals and follow the spiritual guidance of our Higher Power and the AA Traditions. If our situation or needs change, we will promptly let everyone know".

We really believe we need to give to our own State when the needs become apparent.  As some Alcoholics may understand turning down a "Free Offer" is very difficult.  We can and do readily accept and value immensely your prayers and emotional support.  Since many of our meetings and groups on the coast have not been able to restart, the extent of the need is currently not well known.  We have reports of AA meetings taking place in less damaged buildings and even parking lots.  It takes more than a 4 or 5 Cat. Hurricane's to stop "the Hand of AA From Being There" as our members on the Coast so aptly exemplify.

Once again thank you so much and continue to remember Mississippi and all those damaged in some way by Katrina and now Rita as well.

Elizabeth K.
Mississippi Delegate

